
Math 221, Class Work 5, Professor Susan Sun Nunamaker

Due Date:  November 29, 2005

Student's Name:______________

#1.  A six-sided dice is rolled, what is the chance of 2 or 3 to appear ?

#2.  In a deck of 52 cards, one was dealt.  What is the chance of the card
dealt to be a king or a queen ?

#3.  An event with no sample point is denoted by:

#4.  There are two cards in a mini deck,  one king and one queen.  Of the
two choices below, which would you pick ?  I.  Winning $1 if the first is
queen.  II.  Winning $1 if the first is queen and 2nd is king. Or would it
matter?  Explain.

#5.  In a full deck (52 cards),  two cards are drawn (one after another).
What is the probability that the first card is a king and the second card is
also a king (given the fact that the first card is a king) ?
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#6.  Two dice are rolled.  What is the chance that at  least one 4 will
appear ?

#7.  A dice is rolled four times.  What is the chance that all four rolls
show 5 or more ?

#8.  There are ten letters in a box.  Three letters are taken out each time.
How many different sets of numbers could there be ?

(Assume order does not matter)

#9.  In purchasing a sound system, you have four choices for speakers,
another two choices for receivers, and five choices for turntable.  How
many different systems are there available for you to construct ?

#10.  A company is considering five sites for two plants.  One plant will
design products and the other will manufacture the product.  How many
different choices are there to select two different sites for the plants/
Use the permutation rule.
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#11.  Seven equally qualified students apply for a scholarship, but only
five scholarships can be given.  How many  combinations  of students
can win scholarship ?

#12.  Student Life did a survey of students in which they asked if the
students is part-time or full-time.  Another question asked whether the
student voted or not in the most recent student elections.  The results
follow:

Part-time Student              Full-time Student               Row Total

Voted              15                                        20                                   35

Did not vote              25                                        30                                   55

Column Total              40                                        50                                   90

If a student is selected at random (from this group of 90 students), find
the probability that:

a.  The student voted in the most recent election.

b.  The student voted in the most recent election and is a part-time
student.

c.  The student voted in the most recent election given the student is a

part-time student. Keep in mind that P A givenB
P A B

P B
( , )

( )

( )
=

Ç

d.  Are the events voted and part-time student independent ?  Explain
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#13.  seeking work or having work were classified as follows:

Employment Status

Unemployed             Employed             Row Total

Men                    206                         412                       618

Women                386                         305                       691

Column Total      592                         717                     1309

Suppose a person is chosen  at  random from those seeking work or
having work.  Let M = event this person is a man, W = event this person
is a woman, U = event this person is unemployed, and E = event this
person is employed.

a.  Compute P ( U ), P ( U, given M ), P ( U, given W ).

b.  Compute P ( E ), P ( E, given M ), P ( E, given W ).

c.  Compute P ( M ), P ( M, given E ), P ( M, given U ).

d.  Compute P ( W ), P ( W, given E ), P ( W, given U ).

e.  Compute P ( M and E ) and P ( W or U ).

f.Are the events W = woman and U = unemployed mutually  exclusive ?
Explain.

g.  Are the events M = man and E = employed independent ? Explain.
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#14.  Diagnostic tests of medical conditions have several results.  The
test result can be positive or negative, whether or not a patient has the
condition ( + indicates a patient has the condition.)  Consider a random
sample of 200 patients, some of whom have a medical condition and
some of whom do not.  Results of a new diagnostic test for the condition
are shown:

Condition

Test Result               Present           Absent                Row Total

+                           110                  20                         130

-                             20                  50                           70

Column Total              130                  70                         200

Assume the sample is representative of the entire population.  For a
person selected at random, compute the following probabilities:

a.  P ( +, given condition present ); this is known as the sensitivity of a
test.

b.  P ( -, given condition present ); this is known as the false-negative
test.

c.  P (-, given condition absent ); this is known as the specificity of a
test.

d.  P ( +, given condition absent );this is known as the false-positive rate.

e.  P ( condition present and + );this is the predictive value of the test.

f.  P ( condition present and - ).
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#15.  You roll two fair dice, a green and a red one.

a.  What is the probability of getting a sum of 6 ?

b.  What is the probability of getting a sum of 4 ?

c.  What is the probability of getting a sum of 6 or 4 ?  Are those
outcomes mutually exclusive ?

#16.  Based on data from the Statistical Abstract of United States (112th
ed. ), only about 14% of  senior citizens (65 years or older )get the flu
each year.  However, about 24%  of the people under 65 years old get
the flu each year.  In the general population, there are 12.5% senior
citizens (65 years or older ).

a.  What is the probability that a person selected at random from the
general population is a senior citizen who will get the flu this year ?

b.  What is the probability that a person selected at random from the
general population is a person under age 65 who will get the flu this year
?

c.  Answer part a and part b for a community that has 95% senior
citizens.

d.  Answer part a and part b for a community that has 50% senior
citizens.
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#17.  You draw two cards from a standard deck of 52 cards, but before
you draw the second card, you put the first one back and reshuffle the
deck.

a.  Are the outcomes on the two cards independent ? Why ?

b.  Find P (3 on 1st card and 10 on 2nd card ).

c. Find P ( 10 on 1st and 3 on 2nd ).

d.  Find the probability of drawing a 10 and a 3 in either order.

#18.  You draw two cards from a standard deck of 52 cards without
replacing the first one before drawing the second.

a.  Are the outcomes on the two cards independent ? Why ?

b.  Find the P ( 3 on 1st and 10 on 2nd).

c.  Find P (10 on 1st card and 3 on 2nd ).

d.  Find the probability of drawing a 10 and a 3 in either order.
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